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THE THERMAI, STABILITY O}- PURIFIED IRIDYMITE: REPLY

W. R. Fosren, Departmenl, of Mineral,ogy, The Ohio State
(I ni,aersity, C olumbus, O hi,o 43 Z 10.

Holmquist's comments may give a misleading picture of our recent
data on tridymite (Rockett and Foster, 1967) and other related work
(Butterman and Foster, 1967). His belief that Ieaching removes alkali
from the environment, but leaves it in the lattice, may or may not be
correct. rn any event, it is irrelevant to our thesis. our point is that, as
tridymite is shown to contain less and less alkali (regardless of how it is
present) the allegedly essential role of alkali in stabilizing tridymite be-
comes less and less convincing. rt is of note that the alkali content of our

Holmquist notes that high water pressure is necessary to form hydro-
thermal tridymite, which he regards as a binary sil ica-water phase. But
there is evidence that silica and silicate structures are weakened rather
than strengthened by the introduction of water into their lattices (Don-
nay et al., 1959; Frondel, 1953; Griggs et al., 1965, 1966; McConnell,
1963). Furthermore, such water is expelled at temperatures of the order
of 1000'c or less. rt appears to be wishful thinking, therefore, to ascribe
the stability of hydrothermal tridymite to water, when available evi-
dence points to exactly the opposite effect.

we think that it beclouds the issue to attribute the controversy and
confusion to an oversimplified interpretation of binary phase diagrams.
we are well aware of the role of solid solution in systems of silica with
other oxides, especially in ternary systems in which Al3+ repraces gir+, and
electrical balance is restored by interstitial Nal+ or ca2+. But comparable
solid solution in binary alkali-silica systems has not been convincingly
demonstrated. rn the case under discussion alkali solid solution in Sioz, if
present at all, is of the order of parts per ten thousand. perhaps, then,
there is justif ication in borrowing a cogent phrase, used by Bowen (1953)
in a similar connection, to suggest that Holmquist ,,. . . aims at rigor,
but this is rigor mortis.t '

rt is futi le to speculate as to what Fenner might think if he knew then
what we know now, and the use of Fenner's (1913) description of poly_
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morphism to support the contrary thesis is unwarranted. Fenner and

Holmquist are discussing entirely d,ifferent phenomena: the former deals

with the effect of binary or ternary solid solution on the inversion tem-

perature between two bona fide polymorphs of a one-component system;

the latter with the relations between a pure end-member phase (or its

solid solution) and a binary phase alleged to have no existence whatso-

ever in the one-component system.
Holmquist comments that one of our samples seemed to be tridymite-S

(Ilill and Roy, 1958), and that DTA runs would have been interesting. If

the implication is that the use of tridymite-S and of DTA techniques

would have yielded contary results, to the detriment of our case, the

Iogic of such reasoning escapes us. If the tridymites shown by us to be

thermally stable were the Iess stable tridymites-M or -IJ, one should

scarcely expect lesser thermal stability upon purification and heat-treat-

ment of the more stable tridymite-S.
In their proposed phase diagram for the zirconia-sil ica system, Butter-

man and Foster (1967) included tridymite as one of the sil ica phases.

The study was concerned primarily with zircon-stabil ity; no attempt

was made to synthesize tridymite nor any other specific form of sil ica or

zirconia. Nevertheless, inclusion of tridymite was entirely consistent

with the Fenner viewpoint espoused by the authors, and with the findings

of Rockett and Foster (1967) on the thermal stabil ity of tridymite. we

fail to see here any "startl ing lack of internal consistency," as alleged by

Holmquist.
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